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ABSTRACT
By a method similar to that used in petrofabric analyses, a correlation between crystalIographic boule orientation and processing results is shown for synthetic corundum made
in America by the well-known Verneuil process. For best processing results, the growth
axis of a spthetic corundum boule should lie approximately normal to a second order
pyramid face with indices {1122}. A second favorable orientation is close to {8190}.
Boules grown normal to various faces in the zone of negative rhombohedrons generally
show irregular to hackly fracture when split, and yield definitely in{erior results in jewelbearing manufacture. Economic savings could be efiected if boule manufacturers would
control the orientation of their product.

InrnooucuoN
Jewel bearings have long been used in fine watches and instruments to
reduce friction on small pivots or axles which must turn easily if the instrument is to function properly. Such bearings usually take one of
several shapesdepending upon the purpose and service to which they are
put. The simplest consistsof a polished conical depressionterminated at
the apex by a spherical surface on which the pivot rides as shown in Fig.
I at A and E. This is called a vee jewel. Wear resistanceand durability
in vibration and shock have been related to the position of the crystallographicc-axisin suchjewelsby severalwriters. Stott (1931,p' 54) staLes
that the angle between a vee-jewel axis and the crystallographic c-axis
should be over 30", and probably less than 80o.Goss (1941,p. 814) prefers this angleto be between80oand 90o.Grodzinski(1942,p. 167) states
it should be either 45" to 48o or 60" to 90o. No exhaustive research has
ever been published regarding wearing properties and orientation of the
other types of jewel bearings, which are describedbelow. A simpie jewel
bearingis shown in Fig. I at B.It consistsof a flat plate of jewel material
1 Contribution from the Research Engineering Division, Hamilton
caster, Pa.
2 Research crystallographer, Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa.
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with one side polished, and with a polished cylindrical hole normal to the
polished side. rt is called a bar hole jewel. The hole servesto hold the
pivot in place with respect to lateral stresses,and the polished flat surface
servesas a thrust-bearing, as shown at F in the figure. Although simplest
in design and use, the vee-jewel and the bar hole jewel have certain objectionable mechanical features that make two additional jewels
useful
at especially critical points, as in the escapementand balance wheel assembly of a fine watch or chronometer. These iewels are illustratecl at c

@

E
Frc. 1. Four recognizedtypes of jewel bearings. ,4, Vee jewel; B, Bar hole jewel; C, Olive
hole jewel; D, Bndstone jewel; ^8, Assembly showing vee jewel and pivot; Z, Bar hole
jewel and pivot; G, Olive hole jewel, endstone jewel, and pivot.

and D in the figure; they are called the olive hole jewel c and the endstone
jewel D. The olive hole jewel is a more or less flat plate with a toric hole
so shaped that the pivot can theoretically touch it only along a line of
contact. This jewel is not suitable for sustaining end thrust and therefore
the endstone jewel is provicled as a complementary part, presenting a
polished flat or convex surface against which the spherically-shapedpolished end of the steel pivot rotates with a minimum of contact area. The
relations of these two jewels and a pivot are shown at G in the figure.
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Converrtionally, the above-describedjewel bearings are made from
hard materials, either crystalline or vilreous; the commonest and most
satisfactory material is synthetic dorundum made by the Verneuil
processwhich need not be described here. The raw material for jervels
comesfrom the Verneuil furnace as a roughly cylindrical, homogeneous,
gem-quality crystal or boule whose surface has no definite relation either
in shaoe or in orientation to the lattice of the crvstal of which it is com-

Frc. 2. American synthetic white
corundum boules. The orientation of the
c-axis is indicated above the three large
boules. The small boule is an early specimen made before the technique reached
its present efficiency. End vieu. of a split
boule.

Frc. 3. Comparison and graphical construction of equal area (A) and stereographic
(B) projections.

posed. In synthetic corundum boules there are stresseswhich can be
relieved only by breaking the boule. Boules of good quality invariably
break lengthwise with a smooth, approximately plane fraclure which
will here be called the parting plane. Figure 2 shows several boules lying
on their parting planes, and one in end view showing the shape after
splitting. Experience shows that the parting plane is always that plane
which contains both the growth axis (length) of the boule and the d-axis
of the crystal. The angle between these axes may have any value whatever from 0" to 90", although boules in which this angle is less than about
30o tend to be inferior. Because of the uniaxial character of corundum
crystals, it is easy to measure this angle in polarized light; but it is impossibleto determine by polarized light the relation between the parting
plane or the growth axis and the minor crystallographic axes, a1, a2, a3.
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By r-ray diffraction methods it may be proved that there is no fixed relation between the orientation of the parting plane or the growth axis and
that of the minor axes,although the parting plane must of course always
lie in, or closeto, the prism.zone. Statistically, however, the parting plane
is more often approximately parallel to a prism face of the first order, or
to one of the secondorder, than to any other prism face; this may be deduced from the data to be given below.
M,q,nurncrunrNc Pnocppuno
The following steps will briefly outline the process of jewel manufacture' Needlessto say, many operationsare omitted here, but the omitted
onesare of minor importance for the purposesof this discussion.
Small, round, flat discs are first cut from the boules. These discs are
nearly always cut normal to the boule axis by three mutually perpendicular sawing operations yielding small squares.The squaresare surfaced to
standard thickness,andgroundround in a centerlessgrinder. The resulting
"roundels" are next drilled by fine wire drills rotating at high speedand
charged with diamond powder. The holes are opened to size by stringing
the jewel blanks on slightly tapered wires charged with diamond powder
and abrading the holes until the proper size is reached. The above steps
are relatively rough or vigorous, and it is sometimesassumedthat this is
desirablein order to break and eliminate any material that may be predisposedto break. Most of this "weak" material could probably be eliminated by a previous selectionof boules,based on orientation as a primary
criterion. Actual selection should be based upon more easily measured
characters if possible. The finishing steps in jewel manufacture involve
concentric grinding andvarious polishing and shaping operations to produce oil-holding depressionsaround. the hores, lens-shaped surfaces instead of flat ones, polished surfaces,etc. Most of these steps are gentle,
and spoilage due to broken jewels is relatively low in the finishing
processes.
DnvrlopuBNt or. AupnrcaN INlustny
When the war brought to an end the previous Swiss supply of jewel
bearings for instruments and watches, the united Nations were temporarily hindered by a lack of jewels. rt was necessaryto develop quickly a
source of synthetic corundum boules and a jewel making industry to
fabricate them. several American suppliers have developed boule manufacture to such a point that there is now very little danger that we might
experienceany shortage of synthetic corundum, The jewel-bearing industry has now attained a mass production basis in this country, so that
the worst part of the jewel shortage is probably over. partly on account
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of unfamiliar processingmethods and partly on account of variable raw
material, considerable loss was experienced at first, through waste of
material, breakage, and other factors. It was therefore necessaryto improve the mechanical processesof jewel production and also to study the
jewel material itself to determine if it could be classifiedaccording to any
icheme which might improve production efficiency. The latter studies
constitute the subject of this paper.
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Tnn AncuuBxr
The fundamental thesis of this discussion is the hypothesis that
crystallographic orientation is an important aspect of the fabrication and
use of all tools and products made from crystalline materials, and especially from single crystals of any material. This thesis has been argued
Ly Kraus and Slawson (1939; 1941) for the special case of diamond'
Hamilton experiencehas fully confirmed their general hypothesis in that
case.

approximately, the distinction between two important orientation-types
of boules. This criterion enablesone to predict with a fair degree of confidence, whether a given boule will be easily and efficiently processed,or
will give more-than-averagebroken pieces(and lessefficiency)in processirg.
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OnrBxrerror.r Srunrns
There is only one criterion which can be used for separating boules
,
into two or more groups without highly trained personnel. That is the
smoothness of the parting plane. parting planes can be classified as

T,qsln 1
SewrNc Rnsurrs

Material Started

(/p) Weight of Good Pieces
Recovered
Saw sticks
to blanks

Size No. I
Smooth parting planes
Rough parting planes
Size No. 2
Smooth parting planes
Rough parting planes

74%

7r%

No. of Pieces Per Gram
of Boules Started
Squares
Sawn

34%
38%

rs%
L r"/o

1.32
0.84

48%
447

14%
14%

2.10
1.96

Roundels

1.75
1. 6 0

Table 1 shows the recovery, in weight percentages,from each sawing
operation, and the number of pieces of each size obtained from a gram of
boules started. The net recovery of roundels after sawing, surfacing, and
grinding, was 1.08 roundels per gram for smooth boules versus 0.62
roundelsper gram for rough boulesin size number 1, and 1.75 and 1.60
roundels per gram, respectively, for slze 2. The differencesare not large,
but they are consistent, not only in this experiment but also in an early
one basedon correlateddata; further evidencebelow indicatesthat this
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same difference also continues through the drilling and opening operations.
The above experiment warranted further investigation. The complete
orientation data for 24 of the smooth boules and for 25 of the rough ones
were recorded in advance by means of back-reflection Laue difiraction
patterns. The optic orientation of a considerably larger number of each
type had also been determined. The optic orientation is not significantly
different in the two types of boules, but the complete orientation with
respect to both c-axis and o-axesshows very significant difierences.
Method. oJ orientoti.on nu,ity.The methods of orientation study used here are based on

It is most often between 30o and 80'because that appears to be the range favored in the
boule-manufacturing process This angle is determined again by the r-ray method, but in
addition, the latter method gives a second angular coordinate of orientation, designated
(.d,"*
which is the angle between (1) the plane containing the c-axis and an o-axis of the
crystal, and (2) the plane containing the r-axis of the crystal and the growth-axis of the
boule (that is, the parting plane). This angle, <f,may have any value between 0o and 120o,
or by taking into account the symmetry planes of the rhombohedral class to which corundum belongs, <pmay be limited to values between 30'and 90'if desired. values larger than
120owould be but symmetrical repetitions of values less than 120'because of the ternary
symmetry of the c-axis (see Ford, 1932, p.120, or Winchell,1943, p. 81). In accordance
rvith the above definitions, (d, p) are the 2-circle angular coordinates of the growth axis
of the boule, or of the plane of a jewel cut in conventional manner from it. Remembering
that the parting plane contains the c-axis and fhe boule-axis, its coordinates are then

(eO'+d,eo).
The r-ray method best adapted to the determination of the coordinates defined above
is the back-reflection Laue technique. utilizing the general, or "white" radiation from the
r-ray tube. The resulting pattern is related closely to the gnomonic and stereographic projections, and can often be interpreted by inspection' This pattern can easily be converted
to a gnomonic projection in which the center of the projection represents the boule-axis or
the jlwel-axis to be determined, and it is relatively easy to determine the 2-circle coordinates of this point with respect to the crystallographic axes after location of the latter on
the projection. The pseudo-cubic symmetry of corundum makes considerable care necessary in the construction and interpretation of these projections; it also makes the optical
method of determining p independently very useful.
Presentation oJ orientati.on d.ato.Whenmany orientation data are to be studied it is convenient to use the Lambert equal area projection {or plotting the 2-circle coordinates of the
boule growth-axes, so that a contour diagram can be constructed from the summarized
data. The relation of the equal-area, and the stereographic projection is indicated in Fig' 3.
* The definition here given results in values of @,60olarger than those given for corresponding faces in the new editior. oI Dana's Sgstem oJ Minerology, volume 1, pp' 23-31' The
difierence is due to the choice of the positive end of an o-axis for 4:0, versus the choice of
the negative end therefor. Conversion is Winchell to Dana : Q' : $-60" arld Dana to Winch'Ihis
does not affect the value of p.
ell' 4':<f{60".
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The azimuthal coordinate, <f, is measured by means of the scale of degrees around the
primitive circle. The scatter diagrams (Figs. 4-10, A) show not only the points
within the
range 3036<90, but also all symmetrically equivalent points in the upper half of the
rhombohedral crystal (See Ford, 1932, p. 120, or Winchell, 1942, p. gl).
rsopleths ("contour lines") are then drawn showing the density of point distribution
on the scatter diagram, and therefore expressing the relative frequency of all possible
boule (or jewei) orientations. This can be done because of the special property of equivalence of areas, possessed by the equal area projection. The lines are diawn in accordance
with methods outlined in various books on structural petrology or petrofabrics (Sander,
1930, p. 118-135; Fairbairn, 1935, pp. 22-24).rI the distributionis
ferfectlyuniform, tJre
concentration willbe l/6 all over the diagram, provided only that a sufficient number of
points has been determined.

ori'enlations of bouleswith smooth awl rough parting pranes. Figure 4

Frc. 4. orientationof growthdirections
of 24 bouleswith smoothpartingplanes.
,4.scatter diagram.B, Densitydiagram.o-l-2-3%. constructedwiti z/o movabie

extinction angles, p, indicate very little or no difference between the
boules representedin Fig. 4, and those of Fig. 5. rt is unfortunate that
thesesame,identical lots cannot be traced through the remaining processing operations, to determine if smooth boules continue to be superior to
rough ones. However, an analysis by the same methods, of orientations
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of jewel blanks that have passedthrough the most significant later steps
of manufacture is possible and will be presented below, showing a very
significant correlation with the smooth boules representedin Fig. 4'
oJ all boules.First, however, an analysis
Generalorientation temd,encies
of generalboule orientation regardlessof the quality of the parting plane,
extinction angle, or any other criterion, should be presented as background against which to compare observed orientation tendencies to be
found in special groups. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the results of x-ray
orientation anaylsis of approximately 150 boules selectedat random from
three shipments, respectively of white boules from supplier "X," ted
boules from the same supplier, and red boules from supplier "I." Shipments of boules from other suppliers have been too erratic to permit

A
Frc. 5. Orientation of growth directions of 25 boules with rough parting planes. ,4, Scatte
I
diagram. B, Density diagram. 0-1-2-3-4 5-6ft. Constructed with 2/s movable arca'

inclusion in this discussion,although individual boules still available in
our specimen collections fall nicely into the pattern established by Figs.
6,7, and 8. It will be noted that there are slight differencesbetween the
dominant orientationso!."X's" white and red boules,but that "V's" red
boules show orientations somewhat similar to "X's" white ones. These
differencesprobably result from differing orientation-control practices of
the two suppliers, and not from any fundamental differencesdue to the
crystallization of corundum boules.
jewel blanhs. This study was
Orientationsof successfulas.unsuccessfwl'
a box of jewel blanks which
of
discovery
originally inspired by the writer's
other blanks which broke
to
superior
had proved themselves definitely
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Frc. 6. Orientation of growth directions of 48 white boules lrom supplier ,,X.,, A, Scatter
diagram. B, Density diagram. O-1-2 3-470. Constructed \\ith l/a movable area.

under similar conditions. The superior jewel blanks were selectedthrough
the operation of a certain type of accident in the drilling operation, in
which the drill becomes worn to a tapered point, then during drilling
jams in the partially finished hole, and breaks off. Ordinarily, such ac-

A
Frc' 7. orientation of growth directionsof 50 ruby boulesfrom supplier ,,X." -4, scatter
diagram. B, Density diagram.0-l-2-3To. l/6 movable area.
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Frc. 8. Orientation of grou'th directions of 46 ruby boules from supplier "Y."
diagram. B, Density diagram. 0-l-2-37a. l/6 movable arca'

A, Scatter

cidents result in broken jewels rather than broken drills. The following
two figures make no pretense at showing orientations representative of
the averagejewel, but rather of orientation tendenciesamong remarkably
strong, and among weak jewels.

A

B

Frc. 9. Orientation of pianes (or hole,axes) of 56 jewei blanks in u'hich drills stuck without damage to the blanks. .4, Scatter diagram. B, Density diagram. O-l-2-3/6' Constructed with l7o movable area.
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A
Frc. 10. Orientation of planes (or hole-axes) of 49 jewel blanks that broke during
drilling or opening of the holes. l, Scatter diagram. B, Density diagram. Ul-Z-3ya.
l%
movable area.

Figure 9 shows the scatter and density diagrams of orientation of 56
jewel blanks in which drills were broken as just described. Figure 10
shows the corresponding diagrams for 49 broken jewel blanks. The force
required to remove the broken drills mechanically is almost always
enough to break the jewel blanks; in practice the drills are therefore removed chemically. All the jewel blanks representedby Figs. 9 and 10 had
already withstood the tests of sawing, surfacing, and centerlessgrinding
to make roundels. A comparison of the two diagrams therefore evaluates
the strength of jewel blanks against expansive stressesset up in drilling
and opening. On the other hand, comparison of Fig. g with Figs. 6, 7,
and 8 indicates which of the boules were inferior in any of the operations
from sawing through drilling. Moreover, it will be seenimmediately that
the boules withrough parting planes (Fig. 5) are strongly correratedwith
those jewel blanks which broke in drilling, (Fig. 10) even after surviving
the preceding operations, and that the unusually smoothboules (Fig. a)
can be correlated excellently with the sl,rongjewel blanks which survived
the speciataccident of stuck drills (Fig. 9). For practical purposes, these
conclusions show definitely that a material increase in rate of jewel
production could be expected if the boule material should be especially
selected for smooth parting planes in preference to rough, hackly surfaces.
CnvsrerroGRApr{rr or, SyNTrrETtcConuxpuu
A limited amount of fundamental information may be derived from
the preceding data, in addition to the practical correlations to be found
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between jewel production rates and boule orientation. Moreover, the
enunciation of such additional fundamental information may later lead
to further conclusionsof value to the manufacturer of jewels as well as to
the manufacturer of boules.
Referring to Figs. 6, 7, and 8, it appears that certain crystal forms of
corundum may have superior crystallizing po\r/er, a conclusion which
the makers of the boules could probably confirm or refute in terms of
amounts of gas required to grow a given weight of boules. ft is understood
that orientation control at the boule manufacturing plants is, or soon will
be, an accomplishedfact. Whether this intention may have resulted from
fuel savings due to superior growth tendencies of corundum in certain
orientations, or from the demands of the jewel manufacturing industry is
known only to the boule makers. A study of energy-entropy relations and
their correlation with crystallographic growth directions might lead to
significant results, but such a study is outside the scopeof this discussion.
Conditions of crystallization obviously affect the crystal habit, and therefore the rate of growth of various crystal forms in naturel similarly, conditions of orientation and crystallization must afiect the rate of crystal
growth in artificially produced crystals.
An attempt to specify the various specially-marked growth axes in
terms of Miller-Bravais indices or of Miller indices referred to rhombohedral axesmight be valuable as an indication of which orientation should
be preferred by jewel makers, and which orientation shunned. Table 2
gives in Miller-Bravais indices the nearest important crystallographic
plane to each of the peaks shown in the density diagrams.
Tp'rl-n 2
Peak Concentration

h k El
4

52

5
o
o

7
7
7
8
9
9
10
10

62
60+
58
o5
50
q')

50
90
30

3365
01T1
404s
0111
3364
4045
404s

rr22
8190
01T1
1012
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fnformation on cleavageand parting planes may be obtained from a
study of Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 showshigh concentrationsof successfully
drilled jewels at the point (85o, 90o), corresponding roughly to a plane
w i t h i n d i c e s{ 1 0 1 0 } ,o r m o r e e x a c t l yt o { 1 5 . 2 . 1 7 . 0 ] r .A b o u t 3 t o 4 t i m e s
as many drilled blanks showed this orientation as would have been the
case had the orientation dots been distributed uniformly in all parts of
the diagram. Ford (1932,p. a81) mentions a commonly developedparting
parallel to the basal pinacoid {0001}. If such a weaknessexistedin these
jewels, it could hardly have failed to show up through the breaking of the
jewels in this orientation, and their consequentelimination from the class,
"unusually strong in drilling." Figure 10 suggestsby the distribution
peaks that a likely plane of breakage is the secondorder prism IlI20l.
Breakage approximately parallel to this form could account for peaks of
breakage of jewels whose axes Iie 90o from it. The distribution of ridges
in Fig. 10 suggestsan alternative hypothesis, however, in the possibility
that breakageoccurredparallel to the planes of {0111}. If this were the
one and only plane of weakness,practically all the broken jewels indicated
in Fig. 10 would have had their holes drilled parallel to one or more of the
facesof this form. Additional commentary on the possibility of a cleavage
parallel to the secondorder prism is afiorded by Fig. 5, in which almost all
of the boules with rough, irregular parting planes are shown to have
growth axes in the rhombohedral zone, and parting planes therefore
parallel to the second order prism. It would be surprising if the poorest
parting planes should be parallel to a good cleavage; quite the converse
would be expected. Figure 4, on the other hand, in which growth axes of
boules with smooth parting planes lie mostly in the secondorder pyramid
zone, seemsto indicate a tendency to break parallel to the first order
prism {1010}.
Parting surfacesparallel to the unit rhombohedron {1011} are sometimes developed very highly. When fracture occurs on such planes, the
resulting surfacesmay be perfectly flat over large areas, and always give
excellent signals in the optical goniometer. This parting is frequently
responsiblefor small chips out of corners and edgesof jewel blanks, and
indeed it sometimes gives much trouble in the processingof blanks for
pallet stone jewels, which are shaped simply like tiny monoclinic crystals
bounded by surfaces belonging to the three pinacoids. Such jewels are
often as small as 0.5 mm. in thickness, and must have highly polished
surfaces and perfect, unfrayed edges. The artificial production of such
parallelepipedons to small dimensions from a brittle material like
corundum ofiers a very nice problem in tool design, for the dimensional
tolerances on these jewels are very limited. Vibration of saw blades in
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sawing boules or at other sawing steps,and vibration or too coarsediamond powder in laps used for surfacing small corundum piecesoften seem
to be responsiblefor development of the rhombohedral parting'
The exterior, convex surface of most boules is composedof myriads of
tiny facets parallel with the facesof the basal pinacoid, the unit rhombohedron, and the first and secondorder prisms. As a result of this condition
almost the entire convex surface of the boule glitters brightly under
certain conditions of illumination. Under these conditions, slight imperfections of crystal structure along definite lines and bands are visible.
This probably is the lineagestructure describedby Buerger (1934)' The
brightest reflectionthus obtainedis usually due to c{0001}. None of these
reflectionsever gives a very good signal in the optical goniometer'
Corqcr,usroNs

t:
ale
{0111} and {10T2}. Favorable orientations for boulejrles
lol
'
definitelylocated,but appear to be near {1122\ and {3190} or {8192} A
uniform control of boule axes in one or the other of these orientations
would probably result in a marked decreasein the rate of jewel breakage

{1010t.
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